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BITBYBIT combines a classic circus technique 
(the Iron Jaw) with an evocative tale about two                         
inseparable brothers (Simon and Vincent Bruyninckx 
of Collectif Malunés). They engage in a dangerous 
game of attraction and repulsion at the limit of their 
physical ability and only centimetres away from the 
audience. Their duel, as sensitive as it is spectacu-
lar, resonates with a captivating soundtrack by Dijf 
Sanders.

With devilish pleasure, the acclaimed circus                
ensemble Collectif Malunés knocks down the walls 
between various disciplines. This is something the 
collective has in common with performance artist 
Kasper Vandenberghe’s MOVEDBYMATTER. For 
BITBYBIT, their first joint production, Kasper and the 
Bruyninckx brothers find themselves moreover in the 
balancing act between connection and resilience 
on the one hand and the inevitable fall on the other, 
the loss experience that lurks around every corner. 
You can take that quite literally: under Kasper’s richly 
imaginative direction, the brothers experiment with a 
particular circus technique where they are completely 
dependent on each other for their own safety. It is the 
culmination of a year of artistic research and physical 
training, but for the brothers it is also the culmina-
tion of a lifetime of sharing love and suffering. They 
grew up together and later became circus artists              
together. They have spent more time together than 
many couples of the same age. They then let go of 
each other little by little, which led them to experience 
a great loss. BITBYBIT is the ultimate attempt to get 
closer. This is the first time the duo of brothers is 
performing together in the ring.

The specific circus technique in question involves 
each brother clamping a leather bit between their 
jaws. A steel cable stretches between one mouth-
piece and the other, like an umbilical cord between 
two young pups who love to chew on things.

Together they seek the perfect balance. With his 
powerful jaws, the broad-shouldered strongman      
Simon hoists his little brother up to the top of the 
circus tent, for example. The slender featherweight 
Vincent then lets himself fall forward, his jaws firmly 
clamped around his bit. He skims over the heads of 
spectators, like a bird of prey suddenly taking a dive. 
His life hangs on a steel wire. They visibly have a close 
blood tie, but one is a broad-shouldered powerhouse 
and the other an athletic lightweight. Yet they have to 
learn to support each other. Every neck muscle is put 
under great tension. When these muscles are over-
loaded, there is so much pressure on the skull that 
it seems as though it is being compressed by hands 
as big as coal shovels. The masseter or chewing       
muscles acidify. And yet under no circumstances can 
the brothers let go of their bit when the steel cable 
is so tense, or they will fall and go through life from 
then on without their front row of teeth. And yet they 
pull themselves up metres high on the cable and on 
each other’s mass. They dance a pas de deux, they 
play and fight with each other and with the stubborn     
material, time and again sounding out where their 
own self ends and that of the other begins.. 

BITBYBIT is the physical dissection of a brother-
hood.  Reduced to a mischievous look of recognition 
or magnified on the contrary to mythical proportions 
like Cain and Abel (brotherly hatred) or Castor and 
Pollux (brotherly love). They fashion themselves ac-
cording to each other’s virile image or try to escape 
from it precisely. They openly confront who they have 
become both thanks to and in spite of each other. 
As brothers they remain condemned to each other 
anyway.
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4-6 June (world premiere)
11-13 June (Belgian premiere)
25-27 June 

2-4 July
July (20 days) = OPTION 
4 days in July (dates TBC) 

27-29 August 

17 - 19 September

October (dates TBC) 

November (dates TBC) 

TOURING SCHEDULE

JATKA78
BROEK festival @ KC NONA

PERPLX

Festival Dansand @ KAAP
Zomer van Antwerpen

MiraMiro @ Gentse Feesten

Berlin Circus Festival
 

De Spil

Theater op de Markt

C-takt

Prague  (CZ)
Mechelen (BE)
Kortrijk (BE)

Ostend (BE)
Antwerp (BE)
Ghent (BE)

Berlin (DE)

Roeselare (BE)

Hasselt (BE)

Pelt (BE)

2021

Duration of the performance: +- 1h30
Seating capacity: 300 (tent)

Age: from 12 years
Available from 3 performance days

© Marcel Vidal Castells

In the event that COVID-19 makes circumstances complicated, MOVEDBYMATTER as organizer would like to maintain 
an open conversation with the venue and its programmer in order to arrive at the best solution for both parties. Since 
BITBYBIT will be shown in our own tent, we will always anticipate the latest COVID-19 developments in order to take 
the precise necessary measures so as to be able to put on the show with the least possible risk. 

Provisional schedule:  www.jeburo.be/bitbybit
   www.movedbymatter.com/bitbybit/
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TENT

The mix of contemporary circus, classical technique, 
performance and music refers to the popular heritage 
of circus, but also shows that artists can bring their          
audience a rich and captivating story. Visitors do not 
have to cross the threshold of the theatre or cultural 
centre, but are welcomed in the tent on their square, 
in their neighbourhood. Those who love classical circus 
will find what they are looking for in the setting and virtu-
osity. Those who follow contemporary performance will 
find themselves in the clash of physical theatre, circus 
and music. The story of two brothers who can’t live with 
or without each other will captivate young and old.

The tent is often set up on a square in a city or village, 
offering a break from the daily routine. The fact that it is 
not a traditional circus tent surprises people and raises 
expectations. The white dome with its unusual structure 
and circular layout (300 spectators) is an integral part 
of the show’s scenography. The frame is used as a grid 
for the technical installation and the tackles for the per-
formers. The inside of the tent is black. The audience is 
seated on wooden benches around the narrow stage, a 
catwalk measuring 14 m long and 0.5 m wide on which 
the performers walk as if on the edge of a gorge. Every 
drop of sweat, every acidified muscle and the slightest 
vibration between the two bodies can be seen and felt 
by the audience.

The tent can also be rented out for other purposes. In 
other words, the tent can sometimes be left standing 
or can be used for workshops or catering during the 
festival, at adjusted rental prices.
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MOVEDBYMATTER (transdisciplinary production house)

MOVEDBYMATTER is the structure that Kasper   
Vandenberghe set up in 2018 to support his own 
work. The starting point is always the material and 
the desire to fully master that material. At the same 
time, however, Vandenberghe is always searching for 
the fatal point at which that mastery inevitably seems 
to fail. All these aspects  – the extensive physical and 
mental training, control of the body, the technical 
mastery of the material, and the search for the border 
experience – have led Vandenberghe as organically 
as inevitably to the circus via an odyssey through  
various disciplines.

In 2018 the first project, Panic Fear of Standing Still, 
premiered at Beaufort and Theater Aan Zee. The      
location performance is a mourning ritual for four 
dancers who repeatedly draw the pattern of a man-
dala with their feet in the sand.

They rebel fearlessly but in vain against the elements 
of nature: their drawings are erased by the tide. The 
audience could watch but also take part in these 
meditative walks about the search for silence and 
stillness in the eye of the storm.

In 2019 the second project, Calculated Risk,premiered 
at BUDA’s Almost Summer Festival. The piece was 
then shown in both theatres and circus festivals. The 
performance is a triptych that consists of a ritual, an 
installation and a story. As in Panic Fear of Standing 
Still, Vandenberghe focuses on the power of human 
vulnerability. For the ritual he puts on a protective 
suit made of bubble wrap and mattress filling, before     
letting himself drop like a stone from a scaffold onto 
a concrete surface. It is an intense lesson in learning 
to let go, accompanied by a mantra of poet Peter 
Verhelst. In the installation, Vandenberghe shows his 
studio. The installation makes visible the painstaking 
work underlying his meticulous research into falling 
down and getting up. Lastly, during the story he gives 
a personal glimpse into the calvary that led to his   
calculated leap, assisted by scientists, doctors and 
the Bruyninckx brothers.

MOVEDBYMATTER

Kasper Vandenberghe (director/performer) worked 
for 12 years as a performer for Troubleyn / Jan Fabre 
and for seven years as a teacher in Troubleyn’s Labora-
tory. He gives physical and mental training to actors and 
dancers. Far from the psychological realism of classical 
theatre, he teaches them to let the body generate new 
meanings through extreme duration, repetitiveness and 
sense of detail.

TEASERS: Youtube MOVEDBYMATTER

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVu0RYSLFmqMOD8J5jFdfZA
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Collectif Malunés 

Vincent Bruyninckx 
Founder of Collectif Malunés 
Discipline: Cyr wheel

Born in Mechelen (BE). He entered the Circolito cir-
cus school with his brother at age 7.

He trained in the Cyr wheel while juggling his physi-
otherapy studies in Antwerp with his passion for cof-
fee (becoming Belgian champion), before continuing 
his studies at Esac to perfect his discipline. He won 
the bronze medal at the Cirque de Demain interna-
tional festival in Paris before creating the show ADHD 
with the Czech company La Putyka.

Simon Bruyninckx
Discipline: Porteur in partner acrobatics, banquine 
and voltigeur on the bascule.

He studied at ACAPA and CNAC. He has appeared 
in performances for Balagans (Festival de Monte 
Carlo, Le Cirque du Soleil), Planche A4 (Young 
Stage). Together with his brother Vincent Bruyninckx, 
Juliette and Arne, he founded Collectif Malunés and 
they created the show Sens Dessus Dessous, which 
toured Europe and Latin America.
The nomadic tent show Forever happily … premiered 
in 2016. It won the Flemish Culture Awards and is still 
touring internationally. © Thomas Nolf
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MOVEDBYMATTER 

Pauwel Hertmans (managing director)
+32 478 68 42 21
pauwel@movedbymatter.com

Kasper Vandenberghe (artistic director)
+32 48 49 49 532
kasper@movedbymatter.com

www.movedbymatter.com

Facebook MOVEDBYMATTER
Instagram MOVEDBYMATTER

Youtube MOVEDBYMATTER
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Collectif Malunés

Simon Bruyninckx (artistic director)
simon@collectifmalunes.be

www.collectifmalunes.be
Facebook Collectif Malunés

Emma Ketels (je buro)
contact distribution

+32 495 89 31 63
emma@jeburo.be

www.jeburo.be
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